This paper presents the results of an experimental study of graph partitioning. We describe a new heuristic technique, path optimization, and its application to two variations of graph partitioning: the max cut problem and the min quotient cut problem. We present the results of computational comparisons between this technique and the Kernighan-Lin algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm, the FLOW-algorithm of 17], the multilevel algorithm of 14], and the recent 0.878-approximation algorithm of 7]. The experiments were conducted on two classes of graphs that have become standard for such tests: random and random geometric. They show that for both classes of inputs and both variations of the problem, the new heuristic is competitive with the other algorithms, and holds a advantage for min quotient cut when applied to very large, sparse geometric graphs (10,000 -100,000 vertices, average degree 10).
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V; E) and a partitioning of V into disjoint sets S and S, let C( ) denote the number of edges 1 cut. The goal of the max cut problem is to nd a partitioning which maximizes C( ). The quotient cost of is de ned as C( ) min(jSj;j Sj) : Finding a cut with minimum quotient cost is called the min quotient cut problem. Both problems are known to be NP-hard. The problems have received a great deal of attention because of their applications, most notably in VLSI design (see 1]), and their potential usefulness for many other optimization problems ( 3] 5] ). An experimental study of a heuristic algorithm for min quotient cut based on the multicommodity ow technique was done in 17]; the best approximation algorithm for max cut, one with a provable approximation ratio of .878, was recently
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In x2, x3, and x4, we describe a new heuristic technique and its application to max cut and min quotient cut. We present empirical comparisons between the new algorithm and the Kernighan-Lin 2 algorithm 16] (KL), the simulated annealing algorithm of 15] (SA), the FLOW-algorithm described in 17], and the 0.878-approximation algorithm given in 7] . The experiments suggest that the new algorithm is competitive with those algorithms, and that it is superior to them for certain classes of inputs.
A description of an approach to analyzing graph partitioning algorithms from a statistical point of view is contained in x5. A partitioning of the vertex set of a given graph is viewed as the result of a process which successively places vertices of the preordered vertex set into the \left" or \right" partitions. Each placement is labeled \greedy" or \non-greedy," depending on the number of additional edges cut. Given class T of graphs, we consider a function F T (i), called the ng-function of the class, de ned to be the probability that for a graph G 2 T , the i th vertex placement is non-greedy.
Extensive experiments approximating F T (i) for several classes of graphs are presented in x5. It turns out that for all the classes of input graphs considered, the partitionings constructed by the best heuristics contain a surprisingly small portion of non-greedy steps, and most of these are located among the \ rst" placements. Furthermore, we discovered that for a given input graph, better partitionings contain fewer non-greedy steps. This leads us to the conjecture that there exists an \optimal" ng-function corresponding to an optimal partitioning.
In the case of random graphs with n vertices and edge probability p, the ng-function is approximated by the expression a(n; p) + b(n; p)= p i (i = 1; : : : ; n). Linear regression analysis indicates that a and b are nearly constant functions of n and p. In turn, we use these statistics to derive a probabilistic greedy algorithm, pg-procedure, which produces the output based solely on the statistics. The experiments show that the partitionings produced by such a simpli ed procedure are reasonably close to the best partitioning constructed by other algorithms.
Path Optimization
Many applications of partitioning concern hypergraphs rather than graphs. A hypergraph G is a pair (V; E), where V = fv 0 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n 1 g is a set of vertices and E = fe 0 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e m 1 g is a collection of subsets of V , called 3 edges (or hyperedges). Although all of our experiments were conducted on graphs (hypergraphs with all edges being sets of size two) we describe PO as a partitioning algorithm for hypergraphs. In the real code, a few simpli cations can be made to take advantage of the fact that the inputs are graphs.
Starting with an initial partitioning, PO constructs 4 a sequence of partitionings with non-decreasing values of the objective function; the algorithm halts if ve partitionings do not produce an improvement in the objective function. Given a partitioning (S; S), each iteration of PO constructs a sequence P of vertices that alternate between S and S. When the construction of the sequence is done, its vertices are \ ipped-opped,"
i.e., those vertices in S are moved to S and vice-versa. The sequence P is developed vertex by vertex. To make the construction e cient, we restrict the set of candidates for expanding P to the vertices that are not in P and are adjacent to the latest addition to P. The cost for ip-opping P, which we call the ip cost of P, is computed in increments vertex by vertex. The next path vertex is chosen to be the rst candidate which does not make the ip cost worse, i.e. smaller in the case of maximization and bigger in the case of minimization. The path development can be shown to take time linear in the number of edges, assuming the average degree and average edge size are bounded by constants.
Given a partitioning (S; S), let loc(v) denote the partition where v resides. An edge e containing v is called type-0 critical (resp. type-1) with respect to v, if 8w 2 e (w 6 = v) ) (loc(v) = loc(w))] (resp. loc(v) 6 = loc(w)). Let n(v) (resp. n(v)) be the number of type-0 critical (resp. type-1) edges with respect to v. The gain of a vertex v denoted cg(v) is de ned as n(v) n(v).
Below, we give an intuitive explanation of the PO algorithm. The idea is simple, but the details are tedious; they will be presented in the full paper.
Suppose that some sequence of vertices P has been selected such that the locations of w 2 P alternate 3 In the VLSI literature, the vertices are often called cells and edges are called nets. 4 Many versions of the algorithms were considered and tested; the one described below performs best on the classes of inputs we used.
between S and S. Furthermore, suppose that for all w 2 P, w is marked as \locked." To describe the method of selecting the next vertex in the sequence, we use a function ip cost incr which, given a new vertex v, determines the change in ip cost(P ) if v were to be added. Pseudocode for all functions described here will be provided in the full paper.
The ip cost incr algorithm identi es edges of certain classes which introduce di erences between P v2P cg(v) and ip cost(P ), and computes the increment to the ip cost obtained by concatenating v to the sequence P. Note that the next path vertex could just as easily be selected in a greedy way using a routine which returns the vertex with best cg such that the path is extended. However, this has been implemented and found not to perform any better than the simply adjacency list traversal.
PO employs a greedy randomized initial partitioning generator, to be described below. Thus, the algorithm can be run from an arbitrary number of randomized starting partitions with the expectation that the best solution obtained improves with time, like KL and SA. Given a partitioning, the PO driver algorithm repeatedly nds a path with bene cial ip cost and ipops it. Each iteration of this process begins by examining the k vertices with best cg, looking for one which starts an alternating path with satisfactory ip cost. If no such path is found, the iteration terminates. After ve iterations terminate without an improvement to the objective function, the best partitioning is stored and the next initial partitioning is obtained. The cost of updating cell gains for all vertices is shown to be linear in the number of edges in 5]. The time complexity of an iteration of PO is thus O(m), assuming that the degree and edge size are bounded by constants. However, each iteration is much faster in practice. The average path length is usually less than 3 for very sparse graphs.
The PO algorithm is more closely analogous to greedy local optimization than the KL family of algorithms. Instead of developing a path which eventually includes all vertices and choosing the best intermediate swap state, PO remains a greedy hill climbing algorithm. However, vertex moves which would be considered non-greedy by local optimization, causing the process to halt, can be accepted because the \greedi-ness" of a move is no longer associated with a single vertex. It seems that the adjacencies between swapped vertices are as important or more important than the individual cell gains.
The initial partitioning for PO is generated by a constructive greedy algorithm which starts with empty partitions, selects vertices one by one, and places them into partitions in a greedy way with respect to the current objective function. The vertex selection algorithms, described below, are max-di for maximization problems, and min-di for minimization problems. For each vertex placement, let U be the set of unplaced vertices.
(w)g, and M max = fv : 8w 2 U; (v) (w)g. In max-di selection, next vertex is drawn at random from M max , while min-di selects one at random from M min . A similar vertex reordering technique is used and analyzed in 4]. Thus, each process is randomized, and the initial partitionings of PO are generated by random walks down the implicit backtracking tree. We refer to this initial partitioning generator as the W algorithm.
Algorithm Implementations and Setup of Experiments
Path Optimization was compared extensively with the Kernighan-Lin (FM version) algorithm and the simulated annealing algorithm as described in 15]. Additional comparisons were made with the FLOW heuristic described in 17], the multilevel algorithm of 14], and the .878-approximation algorithm for max cut 7] . The types of inputs studied were random graphs and random geometric graphs. The latter are created by laying out n random points on the unit square and connecting only those whose Euclidean distance is less than a given threshold d. Both of these types of graphs have been used for comparisons before in the literature, and we continue the trend in order to facilitate further comparisons. Geometric graphs present to partitioning algorithms quite a di erent challenge from random graphs. In fact, the ranking of algorithms can be reversed when moving from random to geometric graphs, as we will see below.
The KL, SA, and PO algorithms are all randomized, and continue to perform iterations from di erent starting con gurations as long as running time permits. The PO initial partitioning generation is described in x2. The KL and SA algorithms start from random partitionings, except when applied to the min quotient cut problem on geometric graphs. Here, initial partitionings are generated by the line heuristic described in 15]. The line heuristic uses geometric information to split the vertex set of a geometric graph into two equal sized halves with a line of randomly chosen slope. It has been demonstrated that such initial partitionings dramatically improve the performance of KL and SA 15, 17] . Our implementation of SA follows that of Johnson, et al. with one important exception: for max cut on random graphs, better results are obtained if the running time is spread over one long annealing run instead of several shorter ones. However, for max cut on geometric graphs and min quotient cut on both graph types, the cooling ratio is set as in 15] and iterations are performed until the time is up.
Our implementations of the algorithms support various objective functions, including those of max cut and min quotient cut. The modi cations to achieve this are small. Our version of KL was tested on the set of geometric graphs from 17], and it reported results comparable to those of their KL implementation, which in turn had been tested against that of 15]. SA was not tested against any previous data sets, but our implementation is based directly on 15] and reports similar results when run on similar inputs.
For each algorithm, we computed the running time spent in the main loop only. The input and initialization times were not included. This gave a slight advantage to SA, which rst makes a trial run to correctly set its cooling ratio variable. The time was taken with the Unix getrusage() command. According to our experiments, the amount of work done per given time is virtually independent of the system load.
All trials involving graphs of less than 100,000 vertices were run on Sparc 10 machines with 44.2 SPECint92 ratings; the trials involving graphs of 100,000 vertices or more were run either on Sparc 10 machines rated at 65.2 SPECint92, or RS6000 machines rated at 117 SPECint92 (comparisons are only drawn between runs on the same type of machine).
For each variation of graph parameters, a data set of more than thirty graphs was generated if the number of vertices was less than 100,000, and each algorithm was run on all instances. Graphs with larger numbers of vertices were grouped into samples of size ten. For each algorithm, only the best solution for each graph was retained. The sample mean and standard deviation of this set of observations were then computed, as well as a 99% con dence interval for the true mean solution. For a discussion of 100(1 )% con dence intervals, see 2]. In standard statistical practice, a con dence interval derived from a sample size of more than thirty trials allows an appeal to The Central Limit Theorem and an argument that, with a given con dence, the true mean lies somewhere in the interval, regardless of the distribution of the individual trials. If the number of trials is less than thirty, as with our experiments with graphs of 100,000 vertices or more, the con dence interval is obtained using the Students T distribution and the assumption is made that the population of individual trials is normally distributed.
Results of Comparisons
Here we present results for relatively dense (aver. degree 110) random graphs, and relatively sparse (aver. degree 10) geometric graphs. A brief summary of the experimental results on large, sparse geometric graphs follows:
The multilevel spectral algorithm of 14] is significantly faster than the others. Given equal time, it comes to dominate them as graph size increases (see Table 4 ). However, it is not known whether, given increasing time, its partitioningss can match those of W-PO and the other heuristics. W-PO has an advantage over the others when available running time is moderate. The advantage increases as graph density decreases. (see Figures 5  and 6 ). As graphs become sparser, the constructive greedy W algorithm provides better initial partitionings than the line heuristic. Combinations of W-KL and W-SA have not yet been examined, but will be in the full paper. FLOW has found the best quotient cut for a single, large graph. However, since it is a global method, no partitioning is produced until the algorithm completes. The running time requirements are much larger than those of the others. The 99% con dence intervals for solution quality are presented in Figures 1-6 for KL ( ), SA ( ), and PO ( ). Note that the scales of the graphs in the gures are adjusted to highlight the di erences in the performance of the heuristics. The di erences are small in absolute terms. This leads to very small percentage di erences for the max cut sample means. However, the solutions to min quotient cut have few enough cuts that W-PO can hold an advantage of 20% or more over line-KL and line-SA by cutting slightly fewer edges (see Table 3 in x4.2).
In Figures 1 and 2 , the horizontal axis represents the cut percentage ( C( ) jE(G)j 100). Figures 3, 4 , 5, and 6 plot the quotient cut ( C( ) min(jSj;j Sj) ). In all of these gures, the vertical axis has no signi cance. Table 3 presents the same results as Figure 6 , showing the number of cut edges instead of the quotient cost. The results of our comparisons of PO, KL, and SA are presented in Figures 1 and 2 . Although the con dence intervals are in most cases su cient to rank the algorithms, with SA in the lead, the percentage di erence between the average best solutions is so small that the separation between the various algorithms is not very signi cant. Recently, Goemans and Williamson ( 7] , 8]) constructed an approximation algorithm which delivers so-lutions to max cut with a performance expectation of at least .87856 and also computes an upper bound which does not exceed the optimal value by more than a factor of 1 0:87856 . In Table 1 , we compare the performance of KL, SA, PO, and their algorithm, GW, on two random graphs with 500 vertices and edge probabilities 0.05 and 0.5 respectively, and two random geometric graphs with 500 vertices each and distance thresholds of 0.05 and 0.5 respectively. Table 1 
Max Cut
The results of Johnson et al. 15], which concerned Graph Bisection, a minimization problem, suggested that simulated annealing was slightly better than KL for random graphs and clearly worse for geometric graphs. Our results show that this is not the case in general, even for minimization of the cut for geometric graphs (see x4.2). In fact, for the case of max cut, SA was the overall winner for both random and geometric graphs.
Min Quotient Cut
This section presents the results of our experiments with the min quotient cut problem. The modi cation needed to switch KL and PO to solve min quotient cut are straightforward. For SA, the balancing is achieved through a penalty function as in 15]. Our experiments with annealing based directly on changes in quotient cut o er no improvement in solution quality. When applied to min quotient cut on geometric graphs, our implementations of KL and SA employ the line heuristic described in x2. The initial partitioning of PO is obtained by the constructive greedy W algorithm also described in x2. It turns out that even though this greedy algorithm itself is beaten by KL and SA, it is an excellent initial partitioning generator, which is very e ectively improved by PO. As graphs become very sparse (average degree < 10), the W algorithm produces better starts than the line heuristic.
Unlike the case of max cut, there is a marked di erence in the rankings of the algorithms between the random and geometric testbeds. The results presented in Figure 3 indicate that SA is still the best algorithm for partitioning these denser random graphs. However, for geometric graphs the rankings are reversed. Figure 4 shows the average best quotient cuts for the three heuristics for a test suite of fty graphs of 10,000 vertices and average degree 10. In terms of the number The question of scaling by graph size is addressed for geometric graphs of average degree 13.7 in Figure 5 , and for those of average degree 7.6 in Figure 6 and Table 3 . For the denser graphs of Figure 5 , the running time of the algorithms is equalized at 10 hours for each graph. Again, all results which are presented in a given plot are taken from runs on the same type of machine. Since has improved relative to such that the con dence intervals overlap, we cannot say with Figure 5 : min quotient cut, 10 Geometric Graphs, n : 100,000, Ave Deg: 13.7, Runs of 10 Hours
In 17], Lang and Rao described a heuristic, called FLOW, which uses the multicommodity ow approach to partitioning (see 18] , 20]). They present the results of the empirical comparison of FLOW with variations of KL (FM) applied to sparse random and geometric random graphs. The authors conclud that FLOW is not useful for random graphs, but for geometric graphs, it achieves better results than line-KL as graph size increases, provided FLOW is augmented with KL or it is given longer running time. Our comparison of FLOW with W-PO for graphs of at most 10,000 vertices is given in Table 2 . The FLOW-KL column refers to the quotient cut found by rst applying FLOW, then cleaning up the solution with KL. For graphs of this size, there seems to be no clear winner. Although the average quotient cuts of FLOW-KL are slightly better, PO produced the best quotient cut ve out of twenty times. In Figure 5 , we considered a testbed of 10 geometric graphs of 100,000 vertices with average degree 13.7. In 17], FLOW-KL was run on one such graph. After 3 days of running on a 36 MHz silicon graphics machine, it produced a quotient cut of .014 ( 700 cuts). In a run of similar duration on the same graph, the best achievable by PO was .019 ( 950 cuts), and the best by line-KL was .020 ( 1000 cuts). However, if running time is restricted to one hour, the cuts produced by W-PO and line-KL are only slightly worse.
Results for min quotient cut runs on a test suite of sets of sparser (ave. degree 7.6) geometric graphs of 12,500, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000, and 200,000 vertices are presented from two di erent points of view in Table 3 and Figure 6 . These results, when compared to Figure 5 , illustrate that W-PO's advantage over line-KL and line-SA increases as graph density decreases, but decreases as graph size increases. Figure 6 shows the 99% con dence intervals for the expected quotient cost returned by our implementations of W-PO, line-KL, and line-SA for these sparse graphs. Table 3 gives con dence intervals for the expected number of cuts in the min quotient cut partitionings of the three algorithms. The expected advantage of W-PO over the others may appear relatively insigni cant when quotient costs are examined; however, the expected advantage in cuts for this class of graphs is more than 20% in some cases. This advantage is determined by measuring the smallest interval between respective condence intervals, and appears to decrease as graph size nding maximal matchings and identifying endpoints of matching edges. After the resultant graph is partitioned using the spectral method of 12], the original graph is restored through a series of uncontractions, with KL (FM) occasionally cleaning the partitioning. Results are presented indicating that for bisection of large, sparse graphs, this algorithm performs signi cantly better than spectral partitioning alone.
Using Chaco 13], a partitioning system due to Hendrickson and Leland which implements several spectral partitioning methods and the multilevel algorithm described above, we were able to make limited comparisons with W-PO, line-KL, and line-SA. The algorithms were run on the same set of graphs as in Table 3 and the results are presented in Table 4 . The intended application for Chaco is the mapping of parallel computations, where speed is obviously extremely important. The multilevel algorithm is very fast, while the heuristics, especially W-PO require some time to work well. The advantage of the multilevel algorithm increases with graph size for these short running times. However, its expected solution quality falls short of the longer runs of W-PO (see Table 3 ). The most straightforward way to extend the running time of the multilevel algorithm is to grant the FM cleanup routine more time for randomized iterations. In future work, we hope to experiment with this possibility, and test the multilevel algorithm with longer runs and PO as a cleanup routine.
Near Greedy Analysis
In this section, we present empirical results showing some surprising statistical trends in the distribution of non-greedy steps needed to obtain near-optimal solutions to the max cut problem. All experiments were conducted using KL on graphs with up to 1500 vertices. In order to accumulate representative statistics, it was necessary to apply KL to at least 1000 graphs per set of parameters. However, the experiments suggest that collecting statistics for much larger graphs might not be necessary.
Postprocessing
The purpose of the postprocessing is to determine how much the partitionings produced by the best known algorithms di er from those obtained by the greedy algorithm. Given a partitioning (S; S) of a graph G, the postprocessing is accomplished by a constructive algorithm which places vertices into partitions determined by KL, and marks them \greedy," or \non-greedy." Our code descends from a postprocessing system developed by Goldberg and Fox 6] . Our experiments showed that the choice of the selection procedure has a dramatic e ect on the data. When using no reordering (random reordering), approximately 20% of the placements are marked as non-greedy. For varied tests with the max-di /max-degree reordering de ned in x2, an average of about 4% placements were marked non-greedy.
We used ve di erent types of randomly-generated graphs for our experiments: random, random geometric, random regular, k 1 ; k 2 -unbalanced regular, and p 1 ; p 2 -unbalanced random. The unbalanced graphs are formed by bisecting the vertex set, and assigning edges using di erent edge probabilities within the partitions and between them. For every of class of inputs and every combination of n and p, at least 1000 randomly generated instances were run. For each i = 0; : : : ; n 1, the ratio k=n was computed, where k is the number of graphs in which the ith vertex placement was labeled \non-greedy;" k=n is termed the non-greedy probability. In Figures 7 and 8 2. There is a small constant c, such that for i c, ng(i) is almost a monotonically decreasing function for random and random regular graphs. For these graphs, approximately 80% of the non-greedy steps occur within the rst 50% of the vertex placements. For geometric graphs, however, the non-greedy distribution is nearly a at function.
3. The spiky increases in non-greedy probability for large arguments ( see Figures 7 and 8 ) occur when the average degree of the subgraph induced by the unplaced vertices is close to 1.
4. For random and regular graphs, the slope of the non-greedy distribution curve increases with graph density. '500' '1000' '1500' Figure 8 : Nongreedy Distribution, Random and Geometric Graphs Observation 2 can be explained intuitively by the graph type and the max-di /max-degree reordering method used to construct the distributions.
The spikes noted in Observation 3 illustrate an increase in non-greedy probability that occurs near the end of the vertex placements in su ciently sparse random and regular graphs. When the average degree of the subgraph induced by the unplaced vertices approaches 1.0, the non-greedy probability starts to increase, and it peaks when the average is slightly less than 1. We observed that the larger the average vertex degree of the graph, the later this occurs (see Figure 7 and in the top two boxes of Figure 8. 
Probabilistic-Greedy Heuristic
The experiments with postprocessing the partitionings constructed by KL, led us to experiment with a \probabilistic greedy", PG, algorithmic strategy (see also, 10] and 11]). Under this paradigm, a solution is constructed successively, and for every step, the algorithm decides probabilistically if the step must be greedy or nongreedy. The decision is based on the ng-function which is supposed to be developed based on the previous experiments with the inputs of the speci c class. Thus, the strategy is mainly a function of a class; the individual properties of a particular input come to play only when the two possible placements are classi ed as greedy or non-greedy. Since the procedure is probabilistic, it is repeated a number of times depending on the total running time available. According to our experiments, given a small time allowance, PG lags behind both KL and the greedy heuristics. However, as the running time allotted to each increases, the PG solution tends to surpass that of the greedy algorithm and approach that of KL. Preliminary experiments show that there is a correlation between some simple parameters of graphs and the distribution of the non-greedy steps in its nearoptimal partitionings. However, our attempts to use these correlations so far have not yielded a substantial improvement in the quality of the PG heuristic.
